
July T-Table Cards

Please note that if you can't find your card it's likely that it was an 
image or just a thank you to the T-table person.  The images may later be 
collected and published as jpegs at the end of the season, the thank yous 
unless 'special' will not be available.

I have tried to keep the spellings and conjunctions as written on the 
cards.

1. Tea Trees Mountain … 
2. I think this stop is wonderful. Do you smoke weed?... Also you should

make the infused drinks
3. What if the tea-table was on yelp (no no no no) 
4. Just moved here 2 weeks ago!  Cycling past and your wonderful tea 

table pointed me right to the pituresque(sic) view of Rainier!
5. My wife & I just bought our first house.  In the first 2 weeks our sewer

backed up, our electrical panel needed replacing, our pipes need 
replacing … and so so much more! Free tea on m bike ride has been 
one of the best things thats happened in the last 2 weeks.

6. I come here everyday for a cup of tea.  This is so good.
7. The world is a better place because you are in it.  Do not 

undersestimate your worth, value, and impact.
8. May PEACE be with you.  Not just the absence of war, but true 

SHALOM or justice and joy!
9. Sending tea love to the Australian tea lounge Family.  Hanno, O & 

Charlotte you'd love this vibe! XOXO....If you find yourself in 
Melbourne in November, Check out the Tea Lounge at Strawberry 
Fields Festival XOXO

10. Pray for the homies peple thate need praying
11. To my sister in Minnesota- Please take the time to soak up the 

natural world, It's all for you! Love, Jim
12. Even in a rich world and rich life one can feel lonely.  I have 

passed this tea table a hundred times but today I stop and tenderly 
accept this gift of another, and my sadness is touched. That is enough.
We are in this together.
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13. To sit with a new friend and see the same in a fresh way  brining 
delight and wonder a sassy dog, impatient for attention.  Love above 
all today.

14. Dear Tea Table Guy, After 16 years in Seattle, I sometimes find
myself bummed/angry w/ the rate of change in the city.  Stumbling 
upon your 'fre tea' sign & subsequently experiencing your table 
warmed my heart & reminded me that the essence of what I love 
about Seattle continues on in small and significant ways. ...Trish, 
West Seattle.

15. There is great value in accomplishing tasks, goals, and 
adventure – equal in value is the ability to stop rest, ponder, and be 
still.  Balance … it is quite an accomplishment in and of itself.

16. I know today that all over the world, we are having many lives! 
My friend is giving birth right now, perhaps yours is dying.  The most 
murderous & catastrophic things are afoot.  I myself am having a 
sweet day, and wherever you are I hope sadness and sweetness slip into
the fabric of your day.

17. Walk to drink tea.  Liberation from our cage as we let go to flow,
Peace

18. I as a crysalis.  Now I am a butterfly/ Let us soar
19. (an Asian language script below that is...) Hi, how are you!
20. Morgan,  wherever you are, I'm still rooting for you.  Perrenials 

though we may be, none of us stays dormant for long.  I miss the way 
you made me laugh till it hurt. - W

21. The sunsets and eyes close/ My love for you ends where no one 
knows/ I hope you'll think of my while the sunglows/ in my life you 
are the most beautiful show

22. Love you.  Tina & Grandpa Mike
23. You only live once/ Do not discard your longings, your dreams 

or they will abandon you.  Love you Mom & Daddy
24. Sending love and peace into the universe for this beautiful 

present moment.
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25. It's my birthday today! … My husband & I bike by here often 
and today is the 1st time we've stopped to enjoy the view and some tea!
Darci & Gary Phinney Ridge residents

26. (T-Table guy's name) You taught me trombone in ~ 2010(??)  I 
still vividly remember the time we did precussion on your pots & 
pans.  A memory that still lingers with the sensations of liberation, 
simplicity and expression. - Noah

27. We've riden by for years and have never stopped before.
28. I am happy for this happy land!
29. Stay awhile, Thank you for yourself friend, I love you.  Happy to

share exsitence(not sure of this word)  I insist this is since we're here 
together.  This is the place.

30. A newly married couple sits here & takes in the marvolus view 
of the mountain.  Getting to share quiet spoke, sun and memories. 
This will stand out in our first year of being husband and wife.  Ivan 
& Louisa

31. (There was a thanks and they left a printout of a poem by Rilke) 
The Swan translated by Robert Bly  from Plum Street Poetry #385 
online.


